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Time-Varying Signal Parameter Estimation 
by Variable Fading Memory Kalman Filtering

*Sang-Wook Lee, **Jun-Seok Lim, and *Koeng-Mo Sung

Abstract

This paper proposes a VFM (Variable Fading Memory) Kalman filtering and applies it to the parameter estimation for 
time-varying signals. By adaptively calculating the fading memory, the proposed algorithm does not require any pre

determined fading memory when estimating the time-varying signal parameters. Moreover, the proposed algorithm has faster 

convergence speed than fixed fading memory one in case the signal contains an impulsive outlier. The performance of par
ameter estimation for time-varying signal is evaluated by computer sim니ations for two cases, one of which is the chirp 
signal whose frequency varies linearly with time and the other is the chirp signal with an impulsive outlier. The experimental 
results show that the VFM Kalman filtering estimates the parameter of the chirp signal more rapidly than the fixed fading 

memory one in the region of an outlier.

I. Introduction

Kalman filtering is an effective means of estimating the 
time-varying coefficients of an AR process[l]. However, 
the performance of Kalman filtering in estimating the 
time-varying signal parameters is degraded since it refers 
to the entire history of past observations. For this reason, 

the time-weighted-enor Kalman filtering has been proposed 

which reduces the observation window size by introdu

cing a fading memory [2]. However, the time-weighted- 
error Kalman filtering has the drawback that it is neces
sary to pre-determine the optimal fading memory according 

to the signal conditions. Recently, speech analysis via 

VFF-RLS algorithm has been reported, which generates 
the VFM according to the glottal pulse[3].

This paper presents a VFM Kalman filtering algorithm. 

This algorithm comes from the above VFF-RLS algor
ithm. In the comparison with the time-weighted-error Ka

lman filtering algorithm, the proposed algorithm doesn't 
require to pre-determine the fading memory since it ad
aptively calculates the fading memory at each update step.

In the next section, the derivation of the VFM Kalman 

parameter estimator will be presented. Then we will show 
some computer sim니ation results in case of a time vary

ing chirp signal with and without an imp니sive outlier and 
see how well the VFM Kalman filtering works in the est
imation of AR parameters. This paper concludes in Section 

IV with a discussion of further applications of the algor
ithm.
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II. VFM Kalman Filtering

The signal as an output of AR process can be repre
sented as follows :

S(為)=席 (為)S(為一"+ 1/(论) (1)

Expressing Eq.(l) to an equivalent state-space model, we 

g 리

aO) = 0(左，k~ 1) a(^— 1) (2)

s(k) = ST(k~ 1) a(^) + (3)

where a(为)is an n-dimensional parameter vector, (P( k, 

k~~ 1) is the time-varying parameter transition matrix, and 

S(^— 1) is an n-dimensional vector of past observation

represented by [ (s(k~ 1), •••, «)] T. T denotes the

vector transpose. is a Gaussian, white noise and the 

driving signal of AR process and it follows the normal 

density R3)、), where R야初 is assumed to be known 

[2]. The cost function of the VFM Kalman filter is given 

by

人=客 皿淫)矿P)[s(力一 SP—1) a(/)]2 (4)

Now define, 7? (7) = then

h =玄:"G)[s侦)-Sp-1丿 a(»]2 . (5)
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The weighting coefficient is called VFM and is given 

by[3]

rt 19或-1

1 ®
(6)

State space model given by Eqs. (2) and (3) defines a st

andard linear state estimation problem to which a Kalman 

filter can be applied to obtain the estimate of a(^). In 

the above model» Kalman filter can be thought of as a 
solution to the least-squares estimation problem. Consider

ing a set of observations up to time 奴 Eqs. (2) and (3) 

can be rewritten as[5]

s(為) = H(k— 1) a아?) + v(^) (7) 

where

s(A) = [s(^), s(l)]rt v(A) = [i/(A), v(l)]r, H(k~ 1)

= [ST(^~D 냐一2)0(U) … S^O) 0(0, k)]T. The 

VFM has properties that w(k, k) =1, w{k~ 1, »)=人(册.

The coefficient A(^) decreases the weight of past est

imation errors provided 0M人Note that if 人(》)=久 

for all k, then the fading memory is fixed to w(jt k)= 

Ak~i and the cost function coincides with that of fixed 

fading memory one. Decreasing A increases the reliability 

of recent measurements. Therefore, when the signal to be 

estimated is time-varying, we have to set A appropriately 

small so that the dependence of past observation is low
ered.

Since the cost function 흥iven by Eq. (5) is quadratic 

in a(^), the optimum least-squares estimate a(y비册 be

comes

(8)
-HhD V~\k) s(左)

where

V(k) = E[ v(^) v'(初

一 梢) n
R3) 0 w(k,k) U

The corresponding error is given by

云씨舫 = [h，。一 i) 广"(»)灯以一1)「1
(9)

-V-\k) v(M)

The error covariance is derived by defining

P(시如= E{ a。”) /(用創 s(j),，=12…，硏 (10)

After substituting Eq.(9) into Eq.(10) and simplifying, we 
can obtain

P(切冷=[反. (11)

If we take the next observation, we set

PS+lE+l)

= [HT(.k)广】以+1)引册「1

• ([ t S(&) ][矿殮+1) 0 1
u扩以盘+i)h，(奸i)n o 人以)(創
[g) i|1 ,⑵
L H(k-D<p(k, ^+1)]J

=〔SQ)RTa+l) (册+，*(訪 OT(k, A+l)

- v W)HUlM灶,，거T)]T

or, using a well-known matrix inversion lemma,

P以+1E+1)= P(A+1|^)-P(*+1U)S(^
T (13)

• [ S’(启 P(&+im)S(局+ #(左+1)]7 sq^) PQ+니为)

where

P(妇 1U) =〔人(用《时(屈在+ [)丿技야l1) v 1以)H以一 1) 取左丄十 1)] 1 

=A(kY 1 舟3, k+ 1) P(k\k)<D(k, k+ 1),

For a fixed fading memory A (为)=人 the Kalman filter 

comes to the same res니t in [2] as Table 1. If we set the 

noise variance R(左)=1 and time-varying parameter trans

ition matrix d>(k, k— 1) = I, the fixed fading memory 

Kalman filtering algorithm is equal to the RLS (Recursive 
Least Square) algorithm with fading memory. It is re

ported that VFF-RLS algorithm is used in the estimation 

of speech parameter[3].

Ta이 e 1. Fixed fading memory Kalman filtering algorithm

ad怯一1) = ©(为0-1) a(k~l\k~ 1),
3(k\k) = a(이居T)+ K(*) [s(时一 ST(.k~ 1) a(씨左一 1)].
k(册 = pn비 n i)s(4 i)[ s「以一 dp(糾亦一 i)s 以一 i)+ r以)] l, 

p(k\k-1)= a k~\)p以一iM—1)。(紀D, 
P(시同 = (I —K샤?) ST(k-\)) P(k\k-l).

VFM for Kalman filter can to be derived by following 
procedure[3]. First, Jk i is given by
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妇=各;"心"-1)矿'(》[sG)-S%-l)aG)]2. (15)

To obtain the recursive equation for Jk, multiplying 

A(北)to Eq. (15) leads to

/!(«/*-, 急 w(j, k-[s())-SrU- 11 a(;-)]2 

= 号"心,*)RT 侦)[s(，)-S「(，一 l)a(，)V.
” (16)

Therefore Jk is related to by following recursive 

equation

/* =昌 S淫)矿'(力【如)一 S，ST)

+ 切(仏 0&7以)”以)—S「以一 DaGOF (17)

=朮加力_] +緋。，龙)&7以)修以)一 S以一 Da。)]?

On the other hand, estimation error is given by

a^Hsab-S’a-DaQlA-l). (18)

However, since it is impossible to have the parameter 

vector ^(k\k— 1) beforehand, the prediction errors will 

be used instead of the estimation errors[5], which is given 

by

e(^) = s{k) - ST(k- 1) {k- l\k- 1). (19)

Combining from Eq. (17) to Eq. (19), VFM 人(互)for 

Kalman filter can be derived as follows.

砒) = -브一耳® [s(k)~ ST(*-l)a(i)]2
Jk-\ Jk-1

— -吾--艮t ,애) x [s(A) — Sr(A—1) a(A|A— 1)
Jk~\ Jk~\
-S「以一 1)K(册次小]2 (20)

p — 气 아" [e(Ar) — — 1)K(册e(訪]2
Jk-i Jk-i

= —U—顼U애) e2(k)[l~ ST(k~l)K(k)]2 
Jk~\ Jlr-l

A simplifying strategy to compute A(k) can be defined 

if we require that Jk — Jk_x =…=/J4]. The meaning 

of this is that the fading memory compensates at each 

step k for the new error information in the latest measur

ement. Therefore the final equation of VFM for Kalman 

filter can be rewritten as

- e2a)[l- Sr(A-l)M^)]2 (21)
71

The minimun value of VFM is empirically given by

’响= if 必*X'min then *以)=人响 (22)

where Nar is the model order of AR process.
The VFM Kalman filtering algorithm can be summar

ized as Table 2. The initial value of the VFM is set to 
be 1, which means that the VFM Kalman filter refers to 
the entire history of past data at first. The algorithm 
described in Table 2., which we call the VFM Kalman 

filter, looks similar to the time-weighted-error Kalman 

filter version. The main difference between Table 1. and 

Ta비e 2. is that there is an additional stage to c시culate 

the VFM A。) before updating enor covariance P(，비，).

Table 2. VFM Kalman filtering algorithm

A(k\k) = 힌。비卜-1) + «以)[$以)一$气4：1)車씨&—1)], 
a(씨为--1) =。(乩 k - l)a修一 II k— 1), 
K3) = P(/비为一 1)S냐:—1)[ S「(必— 1)P야，”— 1)S以一i) + *a)] = 
人。)=1 — R -料' 决(硏 1 一 S7(^— 1) K(A)]2, 

71
e(k) = sik) — S7(A- 1) a(A— 11 1),
P냐HD = 心)T" DPU-IM-1)" A-l), 
P(시册 = [I —K(紂 sy—1)] P(k\k-\).

III. Res비ts

The proposed Kalman filter has been tested on a chirp 
signal and a chirp signal with an impulsive outlier. The 

filter equations used are given by Table 2. In each test 
the following values are used :

0以，住一 1)= I, a(이0) = 0,

P(이0) = 出遍100 ... 100], R@)=1.0.

A chirp defined by s(g) = 자?[N), N= number of

samples is considered as test signal. The chirp signal is a 
familiar signal whose frequency varies linearly with time. 

The sim나ated chirp signal uses a = 0.318 and N= 100. 

Fig. l(a)-(c) shows three-dimensional plots of the estim
ated log-magnitude spectra. These spectra are estimated 

using a second-order AR process that is updated at each 

sample and plotted on every other sample. Fig. 1(a) is the 
signal estimate via fixed fading memory Kalman filter 

with A = 1. This estimator quickly resolves the signal in

itially but cannot track the signal as it changes with time. 

Fig. 1(b) is for A = 2/3 and we can see that the ability 

to tack the signal is much more improved. On the other 
hand, Fig. 1(c) is the signal estimate via VFM Kalman
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FREQUENCY FROM 0 TO PI

filtering. Fig. 1(d) is the corresponding VFM where the 

minimum value of VFM is set to be 0.1. We can see 

that the VFM Kalman filter has the comparable perfor

mance with that of the fixed fading memory one.
Fig. 2 shows the results for the parameter estimation 

when the chirp signal contains an impulsive outlier with 

amplitude 10 at time 50. The parameter estimation is not 
performed at all after an impulsive outlier when A = 1 as 
in Fig. 2(a) and by optimizing fading memory with A = 

2/3 the parameter estimation is much more improved as 
in Fig. 2(b). On the other hand, the VFM Kalman filter 

estimates the AR parmm라er more rapi비y even after the 
impulsive outlier than fixed fading memory one as in Fig. 

2(c). Fig. 2(d) shows the corresponding fading memory 

and we can see that in the region of outlier fading me-

FREQUENCY FROM 0 TO PI

(b)

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 BO 90 100
TIME

(d)

Figure 1. Spectra of estimated AR parameters ; (a) fixed fading 
memory Kalman filter(久 교 1) (b) fixed fading me
mory Kalman filter * 2/3) (c) VF이 Kalman filter 
(d) VFM and chirp signal. (c)
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Figure 2. Spectra of estimated AR parameters with 그n outlier 
(a) fixed fading memory Kalman filter(人-1) (b) 
fixed fading memory Kalman filter = 2/3) (c) 
VFM Kalman filter (d) VFM and chirp with an 
impulsive outlier.

mory is set to its minimum value of 0.1 so that the ef

fect of outlier is considerably reduced.

IV. Conclusion

This paper has presented a VFM Kalman filter to 

effectively estimate the parameters of time-varying signal. 
The proposed algorithm calculates the fading memory at 
each parameter update step and reflects this to covariance 

update so that it can efficiently estimate the time varying 
sign이 parameter. The VFM K이man filter has been tested 

against the chirp signal with or without an impulsive noise 
by computer simulations. From this, faster tracking per
formance with VFM Kalman filter was observed than with 

fixed fading memory one. This is because the VFM Kal

man filter estimates the AR parameter more effectively by 
varying the fading memory adaptively according to the 
signal condition. However, it would be better to switch 

the algorithm in case the signal contains a large impulsive 

noise since the large error variance affects the estimation 
performance. To effectiv이y cope with the aforementioned 

problem, a modified approach to reduce the effect of the 
large error variance is under work.

This algorithm can also be applicable to the adaptive 
antenna processing and the adaptive equalizer in fast fad

ing environments.
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